God’s Word is written in two parts so no one who
honestly examines the evidence can claim the
Bible is a man-made conspiracy!

LEARNING FROM HISTORY
The Church was born in the 1st century and headed
west from Jerusalem. For hundreds of years the
blessings of God followed the Gospel wherever it
was embraced. But, in 350 the newly formed “Holy
Roman Empire” hid the Bible in Latin making it
illegal to own or translate into modern languages.
“Coincidentally” the world entered “The Dark Ages,”
where it remained for a thousand years! Then in
the 14th century, God’s Word was translated into
English, and “coincidentally” the world entered
“The Age of Enlightenment!” The great reformation
of the church was followed by the “Industrial
Age” which produced the greatest advances in
science, medicine, communications, transportation,
economic, and spiritual growth the world has ever
seen!
Sadly, sometime around the turn of the 19th century,
liberal theologians in many mainline, denominational
seminaries began to teach the Bible out of context.
An epidemic of biblical illiteracy followed, and power
was lost once again. Today, the “Post Modern Age,”
denies absolute truth and universal moral law.
Ironically, all of this actually serves to vindicate
Scripture (Matt. 24:12, 1 Tim. 4:1, 2 Tim. 4:3-4, 2
Cor. 11:13-15).

OUR MISSION
The best research reveals only 3% of Christians
ever share their faith. Our mission is to equip the
Saints for the work of the ministry. Our method is
ordained by God, and consists of three arguments
so compelling, Jesus said if they won’t believe this,
neither would they believe if someone were to rise
from the dead! Prayer and the ministry of the Word is
still the key to unlocking all the treasures of wisdom
and knowledge hidden in the pages of Scripture,
and to living the abundant life Jesus speaks of.

Charles Spurgeon on bringing
in guest speakers…
“To call in another brother every now and then
to take the lead in evangelistic services will be
found very wise and useful for there are some
fish that never will be taken in your net, but will
surely fall to the lot of another fisherman. Fresh
voices penetrate where the accustomed sound
has lost effect, and they tend also to beget a
deeper interest in those already attentive. Sound
and prudent evangelists may lend help even to
the most efficient pastor, and gather in fruit he
has failed to reach; at any rate it makes a break
in the continuity of ordinary services, and renders
them less likely to become monotonous. Never
suffer jealousy to hinder you in this. Procure the
services of some eminent soul-winner ...and this
may in God’s hands bring you brighter days”!
“That was the clearest and most direct presentation
of the Gospel I have ever heard. I doubt there was
a hard heart left in the room. You need to get this
published so the whole world can read it!”
—Professor Todd Wendorff

“You had the highest rating of any seminar speaker
we have ever had!”
—Scott Gulkie, Districts Youth Conference, Greey Bay, WI
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“You really knocked ‘em dead when you spoke at
Moody!”
—Dr. Joseph Stowell, President, Cornerstone University

“Philip DelRe has excelled in bringing together powerful
thoughts on a most important theme.”
—Ray Comfort, Producer of the award winning TV show, The Way of
the Master starring Kirk Cameron.

“It’s a terrific message—and I can understand listening
to it why it had such power. You’re quite right in saying
it’s nothing more than the word of God, but you, of
course, presented it very effectively and made the
case very powerfully.”
—The late Charles Colson, Founder –Prison Fellowship

“Phil’s message on the fear of man is a clarion call for
the church to wake up.”
—Dr. David Larsen, Professor of Preaching Emeritus at Trinity
Evangelical Divinity School.

“I have been attending seminars for over 40 years, and
yours was the greatest presentation I have ever heard.”

We have won Atheists, Muslims, Chicago
street-gang members, Jehovah’s Witnesses,
Nazis, and others to the Lord by sharing
the Gospel in its Literal, Historical, and
Theological context!

What made the first century church willing to be
burned at the stake, boiled in oil, fed to the lions,
and be crucified rather than deny Christ?

The very first verse in the New
Testament says, “This is the genealogy
of Jesus Christ, the Son of David, the
Son of Abraham.”

When the Roman Empire ruled the world with an
iron fist, they won all their arguments by killing
their enemies. Rome used all of its political power
and military might to try and stop Christianity from
spreading. Meanwhile, the Apostles dedicated
themselves to prayer and to the ministry of the
Word. Armed with the Gospel, inflamed by the
love of Christ, empowered by the Spirit of God,
and undaunted by the power of Rome, they turned
the world upside down! God has not changed, and
the power of His Word has never diminished. So,
what are we missing?

To the uninitiated, Matthew 1:1 appears boring and
irrelevant. But, when seen in light of the promise God
made to Abraham 2,000 years earlier (Genesis 12),
this verse explodes with excitement! It says in effect:
God always keeps His promises and the Bible is
one book. And, that’s just the first verse!

THE GOSPEL OF CHRIST IS THE
POWER OF GOD!

—Pastor, Beyond Amsterdam 2000, sponsored by the Billy Graham
Evangelistic Association.

“My son and I attended the Iron Sharpens Iron men’s
conference in O’Fallon, Illinois where we attended a
seminar by Philip DelRe. As a pastor, I was leading a
group of men to the conference, but my real concern
was my 18 year old son who has had some tough
challenges in the past year. He has wavered in his faith—
questioning what and why he believed. This also spilled
over into some poor choices and bad relationships
in his life. The seminar by Phil was exactly what my
son needed! Phil’s dynamic personality and engaging
presentation of the Gospel totally connected with my
son. He laughed, took notes, and was challenged that
the Christian faith was intellectually credible in the
secular arena of life. He loved the seminar by Phil.
Since that time, there has been a dramatic change in
his life. Unhealthy relationships have been severed
and he has a renewed joy and commitment for Christ.
I thank God for this timely and sovereign appointment
and the ministry of Phil DelRe.”
—Pastor Tim

